
 
Beater Bonanza 30th Anniversary Edition 

 RULES & REGULATIONS 

 

1. The Q!’s Beater Bonanza contest, hereinafter known as “the contest,” is open only to all British Columbia 
residents 18 years of age or older.  
 
2. Active and retired employees, and their immediate families (including but not limited to ‘significant others,’ 
siblings, parents, children and any persons belonging to the household of the above persons) of The Jim 
Pattison Broadcast Group LP., 100.3 The Q!, their affiliates, any participating sponsors, their affiliated 
corporations, agencies or agents are not eligible to enter/win the contest. 
 
3. The contest is subject to all applicable federal, provincial and municipal laws and regulations 
 
4. To qualify to win the contest: 
 
(A) Be listening to CKKQ-FM starting on Tuesday, September 5th 2017 starting at 6AM until as late as 11:59pm 
on Sunday, October 1, 2017 for qualifying opportunities.  
(B) When you hear the cue-to-call, CKKQ-FM will take the 30th caller at 250-475-1003 or Toll Free at 1-800-
717-1003.  
(C) Once CKKQ-FM has a designated qualifier, the qualifier will be entered into the weekly Grand Prize draw. 
(D) The Grand Prize draw will be held 4 times at 7:15AM on Monday, September 11, 18, 25, and October 2 .  
live on CKKQ-FM. One winner will be chosen in each draw from the previous weeks qualifiers. Each week will 
be a new draw, with a winner always chosen from the previous week’s qualifiers. The Grand Prize Winner must 
be able to attend the finale OR designate a proxy no later than Friday, September 29 by called 250-475-0100. 
One Grand Prize winner per household. 
(E) At the Finale, CKKQ will do a draw to determine the order Grand Prize Winners will pick a vehicle from 1 – 
4. The 1st person will have first choice of the vehicles, 2nd person will have second, 3rd person will have third, 4th 
person will have fourth.  
(F) The 5th and final vehicle will be awarded to someone attending the finale. CKKQ will distribute 50/50 style 
tickets at the finale starting no later than 7:45AM. The Draw for the 5th and final vehicle will be done before 
8:15AM. Spectators in attendance must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in section 1) and 2) above. 
Grand Prize Winners and their families cannot enter/win the draw for the 5th vehicle. (Again, only one 
Grand Prize winner per household.) 
(G) Once the 5 finalists are determined, Q! hosts will instruct them to open the trunks of their vehicles. All 5 
Grand Prize Winners will win the vehicle they are paired with. One of the five vehicles will contain $5000 
as an additional prize! 
 
5. Qualified contestant spaces are limited to one per person. Multiple entries by the same person will 
be void.  One Grand Prize Winner per household.  
 
6. The opportunity to qualify to win on-air will close no later than 11:59pm on Sunday, October 1, 2017 

 
7. The grand prize includes: 1 of the 5 1987 Beaters as described on TheQ.Fm “Beater Bonanza” contest 
page. The Ultimate Grand Prize is 1 of the 5 vehicles PLUS $5000  

 
8. The Grand Prize winner is responsible for all expenses and costs incurred as a result of owning the vehicle. 

Jim Pattison Broadcast Group/100.3 The Q! will NOT be responsible for any repair costs required for the 
vehicles. The vehicles are as is, where is. Grand Prize Winners will have to sign all legal 
papers/documents including transfer papers, insurance, etc in order to take possession of the vehicle they 
have won on Tuesday, October 3rd at CKKQ Headquarters 2750 Quadra Street, after 9 AM. More details of 
the vehicle transfer available on request to Grand Prize Winners only. Please email 
amelia.breckenridge@jpbg.ca for further information on transfers.  

 
a. Proper identification and proof of age must be provided prior to receiving the Grand Prize (valid 

driver’s license, passport, military ID or police ID). 
 
9. The winner must correctly answer a mathematical, time-limited, skill-testing question in order to claim their 
prize. 
 

mailto:amelia.breckenridge@jpbg.ca


10. Prizes must be accepted as awarded and are non-negotiable, non-transferable and non-
exchangeable. 
 
11. In the event a winner chooses not to accept their prize, they forfeit any and all claims to the prize which can 
be awarded to a contest runner-up at the discretion of CKKQ-FM.  
 
12. CKKQ-FM, Jim Pattison Broadcast Group LP, participating merchants and prize suppliers will not be 
responsible or liable in any way in regards to the prize, or any aspect of the prize not being available due to 
circumstances beyond our control.  
 
13. CKKQ-FM, Jim Pattison Broadcast Group LP, participating merchants and prize suppliers will not be 
responsible or liable in any way for injury, loss, damage, death or misfortune resulting from the acceptance or 
use of prizes and participation in this promotion. 
 
14. All contestants acknowledge, as a condition of entry, that CKKQ-FM, Jim Pattison Broadcast Group LP. 
have the right to publicize and/or broadcast his/her name, character, likeness, voice or all matter incidental 
herein for publicity purposes without compensation and must sign an affidavit of compliance and waver of 
liability releasing all sponsors and promotional partners of the contest. 
 
15. CKKQ-FM is not responsible for any phone or cable disruptions which may prevent viewers and/or listeners 
from entering the contest. 
 
16. Any person using telephone equipment that is unavailable to the general public is ineligible to enter/win. 
 
17. CKKQ-FM and all other affiliated sponsors of this contest will not be responsible for any ballot that is 
received late or is lost for any reason.  


